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Reconstruction of The Orientation Class of An Oriented Matroid 
JEAN-PIERRE ROUDNEFF 
We show that the orientation class of an oriented matroid of corank :;;. 3 is completely determined 
by the list of orientation classes of its one-element deletions. This result contains as a special case 
(corank 3) a theorem of J. E. Goodman and R. Pollack on arrangements of pseudolines. As another 
application we give an affirmative answer to a problem of R. Cordovil and P. Duchet on a 
characterization of orientation classes. Extending a result of R. G. Bland and M. Las Vergnas, we 
also characterize regular (unimodular) matroids in terms of unique orientability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of oriented matroids may, among other things, be viewed as an abstraction 
of the properties of dependance in vector spaces over an ordered field. This recent theory, 
introduced by R. G. Bland and M. Las Vergnas [1] and J. Folkman and J. Lawrence [4], 
provides a combinatorial treatment of many problems in discrete geometry, linear pro-
gramming and directed graph theory. In the present paper we shall prove reconstruction 
theorems for the orientation class of an oriented matroid, and derive applications to 
matroid theory, arrangements of pseudolines and configurations of points. 
Orientation classes amount to consider oriented matroids up to sign reversals, and have 
a natural graphic (resp. geometric) interpretation for graphic (resp. representable) oriented 
matroids. These interpretations are recalled in Section 2, with some basic notions on 
oriented matroids. Section 3 contains the main results of the paper. We prove that the 
orientation class of an oriented matroid is completely determined by the list of orientation 
classes of certain of its restrictions (Theorems 3.1 and 3.8). The next sections are devoted 
to applications. In Section 4, we consider those matroids which have a unique orientation, 
up to sign reversals. Regular (unimodular) matroids have this property. This result, due to 
R. G. Bland and M. Las Vergnas [1], is obtained here as a corollary of Theorem 3.8. Further-
more, we characterize regular matroids in terms of unique orientability (Proposition 4.2). 
In Section 5, we give several applications of our reconstruction theorems to arrangements 
of pseudolines (Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2) and configurations of points (Corollary 5.3). 
Corollary 5.2 was first proved by J. E. Goodman and R. Pollack [5]. Finally in Section 6, 
we obtain an affirmative answer to a problem of R. Cordovil and P. Duchet [2] on a 
characterization of orientation classes. 
2. ORIENTATION CLASSES 
For the reader's convenience, we recall some basic definitions on oriented matroids. 
A signed set is a set X together with a partition into two distinguished subsets X+ and X- . 
The opposite of X is the signed set - X such that (- X)+ = X- and (- X)- = X+. 
An oriented matroid M on a finite set E is defined by its collection ~ of signed circuits, i.e. 
signed subsets of E satisfying the following two properties: 
(1) For all C\ E~, C\ =/: 0 and - C\ E~, and for all C], C2 E~, C2 S C\ implies 
C2 = C] or -Ct. 
(2) (Elimination property) For all C\, C2 E ~ with C\ =/: - C2 and all x E (ct n C2-), there 
exists C3 E ~ such that C3+ s (C\+ U C2+ )\x and C3- S (C\- U C2- )\x. 
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By forgetting signs, a (non-oriented) underlying matroid M is clearly attached to each 
oriented matroid M. The cocircuits of M can be signed in a natural way in order to obtain 
an oriented matroid M* having the dual M* of M as underlying matroid. The rank function 
of M is the rank function of M and is denoted by r. 
Let A c:; E. The deletion M\A and the contraction MIA are defined respectively in terms 
of their signed circuits by: 
C(jM\A {C E C(j I C n A = 0} 
C(j MIA {C' = C\A, C E C(j I C' #- 0 and C' inclusion-minimal 
with these properties} 
The restriction M(A) is the oriented matroid M\(E\A). For every subset A of E and every 
signed subset X of E, we denote by AX the signed set obtained from X by reversing signs 
on A, i.e., (AX)+ = (X+ \A) u (X- n A) and GX)- = (X- \A) u (X+ n A). The set 
{AC, C E C(j} is the set of signed circuits of an oriented matroid denoted AM. 
Two oriented matroids M and M' are related by sign-reversals if M' = AM for some 
A c:; E. The equivalence classes for this relation are called orientation classes. The orien-
tation class of M is denoted OC(M). 
The following properties of orientation classes will frequently be used throughout Sec-
tion 3. The proofs are straightforward and left to the reader. 




For any A c:; E, OC(M\A) 










PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M and M' be two oriented matroids with the same underlying 
matroid M. Suppose that M is not connected, i.e. M = M(E[) EB M(Ez) for some partition 
E[, Ez of E. Then OC(M) = OC(M') if and only if OC(M(E[» = OC(M'(E[» and 
OC(M(Ez» = OC(M'(Ez»· 
The orientation classes of an (orientable) matroid M are defined as the orientation classes 
of those oriented matroids which underlying matroid is M. 
EXAMPLE 2.5 [1]. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph and let M denote the oriented 
cycle matroid associated with G. For any A c:; E, AM is the oriented cycle matroid of the 
directed graph obtained from G by reversing the sense of the edges in A. Conversely, every 
orientation of the cycle matroid of G is obtained in that way [1, Prop. 6.2]. 
EXAMPLE 2.6 [3]. Let d = (A[, Az, ... ,An) be a labelled configuration of points in 
IRd. Consider a non-singular projective transformationf of IRd , i.e.f(x) = <::>+: d' where B is 
an invertible (d,d) matrix, and b, c, dElRd , with (c,d) #- (0,0). Suppose further thatfis 
permissible for d, that is eachf(AJ is well-defined, and let d' = U(Ad,J(A z), ... ,J(An». 
R. Cordovil and 1. P. Silva have shown that the oriented matroids M and M' of affine 
dependencies over IR of d and d' respectively belong to the same orientation class and, 
conversely, that every acyclic oriented matroid Mil such that OC(M") = OC(M) is 
obtained in that way [3, Theorem 1.2]. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7. Let MI and M2 be the oriented matroids on E = {a, b, c, d} with signed 
circuits abc, abd, aed, bed and abc, abd, aed, bcd, respectively. As is easily seen, MI and M2 
belong to different orientation classes of U2.4 ' the rank 2 uniform matroid on 4 elements. 
It is for the sake of simplicity that we said that oriented matroids have been defined as 
above by 1. Folkman and 1. Lawrence. In fact the definition in [4] is slightly different. It 
turns out that oriented matroids in their sense are in 1-1 correspondence with our orientation 
classes. This correspondence is canonical only in one direction. Any element in one 
orientation class determines canonically the oriented matroid in the sense of 1. Folkman 
and 1. Lawrence. In the reverse direction, the construction of the orientation class depends 
on the choice of a cutset, i.e. a subset A of E such that E = A u A* and A n A* = 0, 
with the notation of [4] . 
3. THE MAIN REsULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. The orientation class of an oriented matroid M of corank ~ 2 on E is 
uniquely determined by the list of orientation classes OC(M(A», A s E,IAI = reM) + 2. 
PROOF. Let M and M' denote two oriented matroids with the same rank r on E, such 
that OC(M(A» = OC(M'(A» for every A s E such that IAI = r + 2. We prove 
OC(M) = OC(M') by induction on lEI . 
First, we notice that M = M' . Indeed, every subset C of Ewith IC/ ~ r + I is contained 
in some subset A of E with IAI = r + 2, and the relation OC(M(A» = OC(M'(A» 
implies, by (1) of Proposition 2.3 that C is a circuit of M if and only if C is a circuit of 
1/'. 
We start the induction by noting that ifr = 0 or 1, then Mhas only one orientation class, 
and that if r = lEI - 2, we have nothing to prove. Hence we assume in what follows that 
2 ::::; r ~ lEI - 3. 
Let EI denote a proper subset of E. For every A S EI with IAI ~ r(EI) + 2, we 
have OC(M(A» = OC(M'(A» by (3) of Proposition 2.3. 
If lEd ~ reed + 2, we get OC(M(Ed) = OC(M'(EI ». 
If lEd ~ r(EI) + 2, that is corank (EI) ~ 2, then OC(M(EI» = OC(M'(EI» follows 
from the induction hypothesis. 
In both cases, we have proved: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let EI be a proper subset of E. Then OC(M(EI» = OC(M'(EI»' 
Suppose that M is not connected, i.e. we have M = M(E I ) EB M(E2 ) for some 
partition E I, E2 of E. By Lemma 3.2, OC(M(E;) = OC(M'(E;) for i = I, 2, hence 
OC(M) = OC(M') by Proposition 2.4 and we are done. 
Now, consider the case where two elements, say x and y, are in parallel in M. By 
Lemma 3.2, OC(M\ x) = OC(M'\x), thus M'\ x = A(M\ x) for some A S E\x. Observe 
that every circuit C' of M' with x E C' and C' -# {x,y}, is obtained by eliminating y 
between the circuits C; and C~ of respective supports C' u y \ x and {x,y}. Moreover, the 
signatures of C; (in M'\x) and of C~ determine the signature of C' in a unique way. Since 
there are exactly two ways of signing {x,y} (up to multiplication by -1) we also have 
exactly two possibilities for M', namely M' = AM or M' = ;:ruxM. In both cases, 
OC(M) = OC(M'). 
In the sequel, we assume that M is connected and possesses no elements in parallel. We 
shall use the following connectivity lemma: 
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LEMMA 3.3 [1, Lemma 6.2.2]. Let M be a connected matroid with no elements in parallel. 
Then, there exists x E E such that Mix is connected. 
Since M has no coloops, r(Mlx) = r - 1. For every A ~ E\x with IAI = r + 1, we 
have, by (4) of Proposition 2.3, OC(M(A u x)/x) = OC(M'(A u x)/x), which also writes: 
OC(Mlx(A» = OC(M'lx(A». Using the induction hypothesis, we get OC(Mlx) = 
OC(M'lx), hence there exists A ~ E\x such that M'lx = A(Mlx). Let '(lx (resp. '(l~) be the 
set of signed circuits of M (resp. M') that contain x. For every C E '(lx, A(C\X) is a signed 
circuit of M'lx, thus either AC or :;ruxC belongs to '(l~. 
Case 1. If AC E '(l~ for all C E '(lx, then M and AM' are two orientations of M that coincide 
on '(lx' We conclude that M = AM' by using the following result, due to Y. O. Hamidoune 
and M. Las Vergnas: 
LEMMA 3.4 [7, Prop. 15.1]. A connected oriented matroid is uniquely determined by the 
collection of signed circuits containing a given element. 
Case 2. If:;ruxC E '(l~ for all C E '(lx, then similarly M = :;ruxM'. 
Case 3. In the remaining case, there exist two circuits Co and C in '(lx such that ACO and:;ruxC 
are in '(l~. 
LEMMA 3.5 [9, Prop. 4.34; 1, Lemma 6.2.1]. Let M be a matroid on E such that Mix 
is connected, and let Co, C be two distinct circuits in '(lx- Then, there exist circuits 
Co, CI> ... , Ck = C in '(lx such that ICi n Ci+,1 ~ 2 and {Ci , Ci+d modular for all i, 
U~i~k-1. 
Clearly, there is an index i such that C: = ACi and C:+' = :;ruxCi +, are in '(l~. Let 
y E (Ci n Ci+1)\X. We notice that: 
sgnc; x . sgnc; y 
where e = 1 if y ¢ A; - 1 if YEA. 
e sgnc,x. sgnc,y, (1) 
(2) 
Case 3(a). Suppose that E #- Ci U Ci+1> and let z be in E\(Ci u Ci +,). By Lemma 3.2, 
OC(M\z) = OC(M'\z), hence there exists B ~ E\x such that M'\z = n(M\z). Let 
C(' = BCi and C;~, = jjCi +,. We have: 
sgnc; x . sgnc; y = e' sgnc,x. sgnc,y. (3) 
and 
(4) 
where e' = 1, if y ¢ B, and e' = -1, otherwise. As C; and C(' belong to '(l; and have the 
same support, we have C: = ± C(" hence sgnc;x. sgnc;y = sgnc;x. sgnc;y. This implies, 
by (1) and (3): e = e'. Similarly, C;~l = ± C(+,. By comparing (2) and (4) we obtain 
e = - e': a contradiction. 
Case 3(b). We are left with the case where E = C; U Ci +,. The pair {Ci , Ci+d being 
modular means that 
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hence 
i.e. 
r = lEI - 2. 
This is again a contradiction, and that completes the proof of the theorem. o 
THEOREM 3.8. The orientation class of an oriented matroid M of corank ~ 3 on E is 
uniquely determined by the list of orientation classes OC(M\x), x E F, where F denotes an 
(arbitrary) subset of E such that IFI ~ r(M) + 3. 
PROOF. Every subset A of E with IAI = r(M) + 2 is contained in E\x, for some x E F. 
As OC(M\x) determines completely OC(M(A», by Lemma 3.2, we are reduced to the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. 0 
REMARKS 3.9. Theorem 3.1 is best possible in the sense that r(M) + 2 cannot be 
replaced by r(M) + 1. For instance, the rank 2 oriented matroids M, and M2 given in 
Example 2.7 satisfy OC(M,) "# OC(M2) but OC(M, (A» = OC(M2(A» for every A ~ E 
such that IAI = 3. This example also shows that the condition corank M ~ 3 is necessary 
in Theorem 3.8. 
Since the first version of this paper, an alternative proof of Theorem 3.8 (in the case 
F = E) has been given by W. Wenzel [II]. His proof extends to objects which are more 
general than oriented matroids and also relies on W. T. Tutte's homotopy theory. We point 
out that Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 are also key steps in the proof of [I, Prop. 6.2]. In the next 
section, we shall actually derive this result as a corollary of Theorem 3.8. 
4. UNIQUELY ORIENTABLE MATROIDS 
A uniquely orientable matroid is an (orientable) matroid which has exactly one orientation 
class. An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8 is the following. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let M be an orientable matroid of corank ~ 3 on E, and let F ~ E with 
IFI ~ r(M) + 3. Suppose that M\x is uniquely orientable for each x E F. Then, M is 
uniquely orientable. 
As an application, we deduce the following result, due to R. G. Bland and M. Las 
Vergnas. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 [I, Prop. 6.2] Let M be a regular (unimodular) matroid. Then, Mis 
uniquely orientable. 
PROOF (sketch). By induction on lEI, using Corollary 4.1. Note that we may assume, by 
duality, that corank M ~ rank M, hence it suffices to verify Proposition 4.2 for lEI ::::; 4 
to start the induction. 
The matroids of affine dependencies of the vertices of certain regular polytopes (e.g. the 
cube) also have a unique orientation class, but are not regular [8]. We notice however that 
a converse to Proposition 4.2 can be stated. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A matroid M is regular if(and only if) every restriction of M is uniquely 
orientable. 
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PROOF. The result is easily checked if reM) = 0, 1, lEI - 2, lEI - 1 or lEI. Using an 
induction hypothesis, we may assume that M \x is regular for all x E E. 
We recall that a matroid is regular if and only if it has no minor isomorphic to the Fano 
matroid, its dual, or U2.4 (see [9, 10)). 
Since the Fano matroid is not orientable [1, Example 3.11], we only need to prove that 
M has no minor isomorphic to U2.4' Suppose on the contrary the existence of A, Bin E such 
that A n B = 0 and M /A \ B ~ U2.4' 
If B ::j= 0, let x E B. Then U2.4 ~ M /A \B = (M\x )/A \(B\x) and M \x cannot be regular: 
a contradiction. 
If B = 0, then reM) - rCA) = 2. As IAI = lEI - 4, and reM) ~ lEI - 3, we get 
rCA) ~ IAI - 1, hence there is a circuit C in A. Let x E C. Then: 
(M/( C\x))/x /(A \ C) 
(M /(C\x))\x/(A \ C), 
since x is a loop in M/(C\x), thus U2.4 ~ (M\x)/(A \ x) and M \x cannot be regular: a 
contradiction. 
5. GEOMETRIC ApPLICATIONS 
By the Representation Theorem, due to J. Folkman and J. Lawrence [4, Section IV], the 
orientation classes of rank 3 oriented matroids with no 1- or 2-element circuits are in 1-1 
correspondence with isomorphism-types of arrangements of pseudolines in the real 
projective plane IP (see [6] for a study of this notion). A straightforward application of 
Theorem 3.1 is the following. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Two labelled arrangements of n ~ 5 pseudolines (L" L2 , • •• , Ln) and 
(L;, L2, ... , L~) in the real projective plane are isomorphic if and only if(Li), L i2, ... , LiJ 
and (L;), L;2' ... , L;J are isomorphic for all I ~ i, < i2 < i3 < i4 < is ~ n. 
Ifwe now suppose that M has corank 3 and has no 1- or 2-element cocircuit, let d be 
an arrangement of pseudolines in IP associated with the rank 3 oriented matroid M*. Let 
x E E and let L denote the pseudoline of d associated with x. We remark that OC(M*/x) 
corresponds exactly to the local sequence of unordered switches of L; see [5, Definition 1.2 
and Section 2]. Then, the dual statement of Theorem 3.8 is equivalent to a theorem of 
J. E. Goodman and R. Pollack. 
COROLLARY 5.2 [5, Theorem 2.9]. The isomorphism-type of an arrangement d = 
(L" L 2 , ••• , Ln) of pseudolines in the real projective plane is completely determined by the 
list of sequences of unordered switches of L" L 2 , •.• , Ln. 
For representable oriented matroids of any rank, the dual statement of Theorem 3.8 
has an interesting geometric interpretation. Consider a (labelled) configuration 
d = (A" A2, ... , An) ofn points spanning /Rd, with n ~ d + 4. For each point Ai of d, 
let Hi be a hyperplane in general position with respect to the AiS and let d; be the 
configuration (Ai.', A i,2,"" Ai,i_' , Ai.i+" ... , Ai,.) where Ai,k = AiAk n Hi' We now 
forget the positions of the HiS and only retain that the d;s are labelled configurations in 
/Rd - '. Then, the reconstruction of d from the d;s is unique in a straightforward sense: 
COROLLARY 5.3. The configuration d is determined by the configurations 
d" d 2 , •• • , d,,, up to a non-singular projective transformation (permissible for d) and up 
to a combinatorial isomorphism. 
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6. SOLUTION TO A PROBLEM OF R. CORDOVIL AND P. DUCHET 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.8 are certainly useful tools for proving that certain collections 
characterize the orientation class of an oriented matroid. We give two applications in the 
present section. 
Let M denote an oriented matroid on E, and let A ~ E. Every circuit C of M that 
contains A induces a partition on A, which members are A n C+ and A n C-. We say that 
A is an invariant of M [2] if A is contained in some circuit of M, and if all circuits of M that 
contain A induce the same partition on A. An invariant A with IAI = 2 is called an invariant 
pair of M. 
Let M' be any oriented matroid with OC(M) = OC(M'). As is easily seen, M and M' 
have the same invariants. In [2], R. Cordovil and P. Duchet have asked whether the list of 
invariants of M and of all its restrictions, determine the orientation class of M. An 
affirmative answer is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. The orientation class of an oriented matroid M on E is uniquely determined 
by the complete list of invariants for every restriction M(A) of M, A ~ E. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on lEI. The result is trivial if r(M) = 0, I, lEI - 1 or 
lEI. If r(M) = lEI - 2, the proof is easy and left to the reader. 
Now if 2 :::; r(M) :::; lEI - 3, we know for each x E E and each A ~ E\x the list of 
invariants in M(A). By the induction hypothesis, OC(M\x) is determined for each x E E 
and we may apply Theorem 3.8. 
The same proof also shows: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The orientation class of a uniform oriented matroid M on E is uniquely 
determined by the complete list of invariant pairs for every restriction M(A) of M, A ~ E. 
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